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at sea, Arnold Bennett taking a skipping-rope from my
hand and with such exquisite lightness of foot, skipping,
skipping, until I grow out of breath counting one
hundred, two hundred, five hundred, a thousand, before
he gets out of breath with skipping Barne bowling at
E V Lucas in an improvised cricket match, with an
eye like a goshawk, deft and dextrous, loving the game
for its own sake, but ever more ready to find pleasure in
encouraging others than in his own efforts Galsworthy,
walking and walking and coming back serene and
immaculate no matter how long the tramp, nor how
heavy the going has been
On that visit to Sandgate, Wells happened to find
out that there were many of his books that I had not
read This would never do1 I must make use of my
leisure to he on the chaise-longue in the garden and go
through a thorough course of Wells I did And
though I thought at first that it would prove as irksome
as taking the waters, I came to love the new worlds that
he had discovered for me To-day "The Invisible
Man" and then "The Time Machine," "The Island
of Doctor Moreau," and so on through the whole
collection No skipping, Bennett could do that if
he liked , each evening a catechism which, though
severe, was no less instructive and delightful than the
books themselves And so that sturdy figure with
nothing prepossessing about it save the unforgettable
eyes, charged with thought, yet with unfathomable
depths of kindness, came to personify a dear friend And
time has proved that there is nothing in the world more
steadfast than his friendship, to which absence sets no
interruption and time no term Wells may change his
convictions but never his friendships
Is there any other man in whom so many forces
struggle for expression? Justice with passion, enthusiasm
with art, tumultuousness with tenderness? Are not his
books the reflection of these manifold characteristics
an encyclopaedia of his strivings, an epitome of the
unceasing development of his mind? His books may

